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Struggling To Get Your eComm Website To Convert?
 5X ROI Guaranteed 


We’re so obsessed with conversion optimization we guarantee our results. Give us 60 days to increase your online sales by 5 times your investment with us or we'll work for FREE until we do.*
*100% Serious, and we’ve never had a client ask for their money back.
Book a Strategy Session
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recent Success Story
[image: ][image: ]Hear directly from Josh King, CEO @ Dermaclara, about how our Shopify A/B tests increased their revenue and conversion rates by 10%, increased their annualized revenue by $700K, and helped them break records during Black Friday and Cyber Monday.
"I didn't know conversion rates could go that high." -Josh King
Check Out The Case Study Here


Trusted and LOVED. Since 2005.
 




I would highly recommend Media Contour to anyone seeking to establish a site that best represents them or their business.
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Matt turns our vision into reality on a regular basis, and that's why we keep bringing him our business.  Cannot recommend them highly enough!!

 Brad Wilson
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Media Contour was very attentive and accommodating.  They were a huge help to our business.  We will continue to use them and highly recommend them.

 Mike Dandurand
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My company has been working with Matt for years.We are grateful for his responsiveness and for always taking care of us!
 Diane Dietz
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We couldn’t be more pleased with the professionalism and product Media Contour delivered regarding our website. We used them on two websites and will continue to utilize their talents in the future.
 Barbara Chase
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It was a pleasure working with them and I look forward to future projects. They are professional, organized and most of all -- great listeners! They made working 'virtually' a real breeze.”
 Jeff Hardesty
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The management style was professional, inclusive, educational, collaborative and friendly.
 Steve Donell
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Media Contour came prepared with the right questions for us to make confident decisions in regards to our website. Everyone on their team had great attitudes and were easy to work with.
 Brett Lim
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The Media Contour team are super helpful and friendly to work with... they give us nothing but the best work and I would highly recommend them!

 Cynthia Hyland
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Media Contour exceeded my expectations...Anyone looking to be ahead of the game when it comes to design will be happy to work with Media Contour, not to mention a friendly staff that is always available.
 David Jankovic
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Carefully crafted. 
Scientifcally supported.
As a Top CRO Agency, we carefully craft customer buying experiences to deliver maximum effectiveness and drive measurable results. We back up our work with rigorous testing, allowing us to guarantee reliable and repeatable success for all our clients.
Book a Strategy Session


Our case Studies 
Make Headlines
We don’t do it for the recognition, but the results don’t lie. 
VWO asked to publish one of our A/B tests due to the insane results.
[image:  VWO Conversion Optimization Case study]
Book a Strategy Session

You Can Check Out Our VWO Case Study here

Another Success Story?
[image: screen shot of conversion optimization success story][image: play button]Hear directly from Trey Coleman, CEO @ Rrhoid Rage, about how Media Contour's WooCommerce Optimization helped put them in the perfect position to scale their growth.
"They absolutley delivered" -Trey Coleman

OK So ... 
Why Conversion Optimization?
Think about it.
Think about the most successful eComm companies 
Like Amazon, Walmart, eBay, Etsy ... 
They don't redesign. They
Test
Refine and 
Repeat.
That's what we do.
For starters ... eComm sites
Lose $27 On Average For New Customers.
But they...
Make $38 On Average On Repeat Customers.
So ... let’s pause for a moment and let that sink in. 
Unless your ad agency is helping you sell more products
To each new customer ...
They’re sucking money and sucking at their job.  
Does your agency know 
How to increase your Customer Lifetime Value?
If not, then your leads are costing you more than they should. 
Are they increasing your customer Average Order Value?
Cause from where we stand ... 
Digital Agencies want you to 
Spend more on ads ...
Lead Gen Agencies want you to 
Spend more on funnels ...
Web and UX/UI Agencies want you to     
Spend more on a redesign ...
Branding agencies want you to 
Spend more on a new look …


The Real Secret To Online Success Is
Conversion Optimization
Lead Gen, Redesigns, Funnels, etc.

vs.

Conversion Optimization
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Increase Customer Satisfaction
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Increase Avg Order Value
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Increase Revenue
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Increase Customer Loyalty
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Increase Profit Margin
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223% Higher ROI
Businesses using conversion optimzation generate 223% higher ROI. 
That's insane.
8 out of 10
Customers will pay more for a better experience.
Also insane.
Book a Strategy SessionIf you’re 
concerned about:
The Looming Recession
Advertising Budget Cuts
Increasing Ad Costs Shrinking Your Reach
Amazon Canibalizing Your Sales
Limited Ad Budget
Dizzying Mix Of Signals From “Experts”

You’re in the 
right place:
Once Media Contour is finished optimizing you’ll have:
Higher Revenue
Ex. 3 out of every 100 visitors purchase instead of 2 out of every 100
Buy Traffic At A Higher ROAS
Ex. Same ad spend now generates 3 purchases instead of 2
Higher Profit Margin
The same fixed ad spend is now generating more revenue 
(Higher revenue with the same fixed costs = higher profit margin = more cash for growth)
Increased Customer LTV
Customers with a more enjoyable experience are more likely to 
return to purchase and more likely to spread the word!
Increased Average Order Value (AOV)
Customers admit they are willing to spend more money for a better experience
Increased Company Awareness
Increased understanding of your audience for marketing and strategy optimization
Move Customers To High Value Clients
Push medium value customers into the high value category
An Online “Experience”
that is so freaking awesome that customers are not only more likely to purchase, 
but they’re more likely to spend more and come back (more often!)
A Better Company & Brand
A company whose products deliver exactly on the 
wants, needs, and emotions of their customers and creates goodwill for your company, 
and brand-loyal advocates out of your customers.

Book a Strategy Session

Frequently Asked Questions
Vivamus egestas sem at commodo fringilla. Integer posuere ipsum quis libero imperdiet sodales at eget eros. In hac habitasse platea dictumst.
How much does it cost to hire Media Contour




We don't prescribe to the cookie cutter/pricing table school of thought like the other top CRO companies. All of our clients are different, and have different sets of needs and concerns. Therefore, we provide a different value to each of them. As a specialized eCommerce CRO Agency, our main objective is to provide significantly more monetary value to our clients than what our services cost. Hints, this is why our guarantee is structured around this motive.

If pricing is a concern, then it's something we are happy to discuss during a call. Keep in mind that our services are risk free. We don't get paid, unless you make money.


How long is a typical engagement?




Most of our clients bring us on for a 3 - 6 month period, but we've had engagements last from a couple months to over a year. It all depends on our availability and what your needs are from an eCommerce Optimization Agency.



What does an engagement with Media Contour look like?





There are typically 3 phases. We'll simplify for the sake of being brief. If you'd like to learn more about our secret sauce we recommend you start with our Conversion Strategy Session. 

Phase 1: The Discovery Phase
Discovery includes deploying the majority of our conversion optimization tools to gather internal (from within you organization) and external audience intelligence (directly from your customers).

Phase 2: The Analysis Phase 
In this phase we analyze the data collected in Phase 1. Our goal is to understand the issues and then develop solutions to resolve them. Those solutions are translated into mock-ups that are then implemented with either our Enterprise level CRO tools or by the development team. 

Phase 3: The Optimization Phase
Optimization includes launching our A/B tests and redeploying Phase 1 tools to gather further audience intelligence and feedback on both the control and variant versions. Phase 3 creates a continuous cycle of optimization that has a lasting benefit for our clients.


Can you guarantee your results?




We offer a guarantee that we can provide you with a statistically significant increase in revenue in 60 days or less or we don't get paid until we do. 

For those who aren't statisticians, statistical significance is based on several variables, but it's designed to hold us accountable for our results. A test will be statistically significant if you were to repeat the same exact test then the likelihood of achieving the same result would be 90% or higher. 

A lot of things have to happen for a test to be "significant", but the important thing to keep in mind is that a $1 increase in revenue wouldn't be considered "significant" under any testing parameters. 

So, you are not being taken advantage of by the wording of this guarantee. It's legit, and it has your success first and foremost. We do this because we're 1) extremely confident in our abilities, and 2) we want the burden of risk to be on us, not you.


Do you work with only big companies?




No, we work with anyone. Our methods have been designed to be successful for any company in any industry. If you're tired of spending a fortune on digital advertising to just hit your sales goals, then this service is most beneficial for you in particular.

Having said that, we have found that companies who have the best chance of succeeding with these methods have greater than 10,000 visitors per month and sell a product on their site (as opposed to a service).





Trusted For
Over 18 Years
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Book a Strategy Session
Our Results
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Home Fitness Brand boosts conversions with a fresh design
LifePro Fitness was struggling with falling conversion rates and wanted a fresh design to help mark them as an industry leader and increase sales.


[image: FedReceiver.com website after conversion optimization]
FedReceiver Dominates the Market with +61% Conversion Rate Increase and +195% Traffic
FedReceiver, Inc. was dealing with a copy-cat competitor and wanted to blow the competition out of the water.
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Skincare Brand Gets Major Black Friday Boost
Dermaclara Beauty saw their holiday numbers soar after a successful Shopify Split Theme tests were launched right before BFCM.
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DFW | LA | KC
5 Cowboys Ways Ste 300
Frisco, TX 75034
323.522.6004info@mediacontour.comGET IN TOUCH
Useful links
About usConversion ResourcesCase StudiesClient Login
Resources
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By clicking “Accept All Cookies”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts. View our Privacy Policy for more information.
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Privacy Preference Center

When you visit websites, they may store or retrieve data in your browser. This storage is often necessary for the basic functionality of the website. The storage may be used for marketing, analytics, and personalization of the site, such as storing your preferences. Privacy is important to us, so you have the option of disabling certain types of storage that may not be necessary for the basic functioning of the website. Blocking categories may impact your experience on the website.

Reject all cookiesAllow all cookies
Manage Consent Preferences by Category

Essential
Always Active

These items are required to enable basic website functionality.

Marketing
Essential

These items are used to deliver advertising that is more relevant to you and your interests. They may also be used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement and measure the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. Advertising networks usually place them with the website operator’s permission.

Personalization
Essential

These items allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language, or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. For example, a website may provide you with local weather reports or traffic news by storing data about your current location.

Analytics
Essential

These items help the website operator understand how its website performs, how visitors interact with the site, and whether there may be technical issues. This storage type usually doesn’t collect information that identifies a visitor.

Confirm my preferences and close




















  









  











